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Abstract. This paper discusses previous and future work of Miroslav Dobš́ıček concerning
quantum resources for security based computing. A part of the paper briefly summarizes
his latest work on quantum authentication. In particular, the protocol proposed at [7] for
one qubit message-length case is analysed.
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1 Introduction

The research field of quantum computing and information attracted many scientists in 1994, when P.
W. Shor published polynomial time algorithm [1] for large integers factoring and discrete logarithms
calculations running on a hypothetical quantum computer. It is exponentialy faster than any known
algorithm for a Turing Machine. As the mentioned problems from number theory are cruicial for public-
key cryptography, Shor’s paper caused huge investments into developing a quantum computer. The
latest known success is a 7-qubit (quantum bit) computer built by IBM in 2001. This machine executed
for proof of concept Shor’s algorithm for number 15. At the same time similar proof was made for
Grover’s search algorithm [2] (published at 1995). This algorithm searches unsorted database of sizeN

in timeO
(√

N
)

. Surprisingly, during the last 10 years, no fundamentally new quantum algorithms have

appeared. Futhermore, the class BQP that contains all problems efficiently computable on a quantum
computer is still puzzling. The class place between traditional complexity classes is not well understood
and questions like ”Does BQP contain NP-complete problems” remain unanswered.

From the practical realization point of view, there is no known viable technology for a scalable
quantum computer. Problems with building quantum computers are caused due difficulties with keep-
ing the computer isolated from its environment. One possible approach toward solving this problem is
distributed quantum computing. Distributed computing is now being well understood and it is very ex-
citing to thing about new (quantum) computer architecture which supports distributed computing from
the ground and not as an add-on as classical computers do.

Besides quantum computing there is also a discipline called quantum cryptography. The protocol
BB84 [3] developed by C.H. Bennet and G. Brassard in 1984 solves the problem of secret-key distribution
in uncoditionaly secure way. This is done for free by the quantum mechanical laws themselves. First
commercial products with the BB84 are already available. They work as point-to-point systems over a
fiber optic line, up to 70Km of length, at rates approximately 100Kb/s. There is more what can quantum
resources offer to cryptography ranging from ’random’ number generation to steganographic channels.



To conclude, there are many open questions about the assumed power and practical realization of
to-be quantum computers. Technical problems are huge, but neverthless as miniaturization of computing
devices continues the technology for dealing with quantum effects is a must. Current difficulties with
these effects force us in a good sense to develop a new architecture with built-in support for distributed
computing, error correcting schemes, etc. Moreover, quantum cryptography, in particular the BB84
protocol, shows us that incorporating security to the architecture should not cause huge overhead.

The idea of distributed quantum computing with built-in support for security is the key point of
current author’s work and planned dissertation.

2 Previous work

Background of the author comes from the field of computer languages compiler constructions and ope-
rating systems design. Master thesis focused on low-level security in GNU/Linux system were revised
and published as a book ’Linux - bezpečnost a exploity’, see [4], by Kopp publisher at 2004. The thesis
were also awarded from Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association Czech Republic at
2003.

Starting Ph.D. studies, the author concentrated his effort to study cryptography and steganography.
The state-of-the-art of these disciplines led him to quantum cryptography and quantum computation in
general. He presented an overview of advantages of quantum cryptography over the classic cryptography
at CTU Workshop’05, see [5], and Cryptofest’05, see [6].

The latest work was focused on an analysis of protocol for qubit authentication presented by M.
Curty et al. [7]. It has also been shown how to simulate the protocol using Quantum-Octave package for
numerical simulations. Results of this work were presented at The3rd International Workshop on Quan-
tum Physics and Communication, Dubna, Russia, 2005. The following subsection briefly summarizes
quantum authentication and author’s contribution.

2.1 Quantum authentication of messages

It is an open question whether quantum resources can help to improve security or effectivity of message
authentication. Generally, we can want to authenticate classic messages as well as quantum ones. Leung
has proposed a protocol [8] based on modified private quantum channel. Barnum and co-workers pre-
sented a secret-key quantum authentication protocol [9] that uses stabilizer purity testing codes. At [7]
authors studied a qubit authentication using a unitary coding set and a key of minimal length.

It is also mandatory to acknowledge the solution based on quantum teleportation [10]. At this sce-
nario communicating parties must share an EPR-pair. They follow the rules for quantum teleportation
which require several unitary operations, measurement and transfer of two classic bits. These two bits
must be transfered over an authenticated classic channel. Thus the problem of qubit authentication only
shifts to two classic bits authentication.

2.2 The protocol

The protocol for a qubit authentication as presented at [7] consists of a qubit to be sent represented by
a density operatorρM acting on a two-dimensional message spaceM, a tagging qubitρT = |0〉〈0|T
acting on a two-dimensional tag spaceT , a shared secret-key|ψ〉AB = 1√

2
(|01〉AB − |10〉AB) acting on

a four-dimensional key spaceAB, and a pair of encoding and decoding operationsEAε, DBε.
The space of tagged messages is defined asε = M⊗T ; tagged messageρε = ρM ⊗ ρT . Using this

notation, the state of the global system (secret-key + tagged message) is given by

ρABε = |ψ〉〈ψ|AB ⊗ ρε = |ψ〉〈ψ|AB ⊗ ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T . (1)



The encoding operation can be seen as a selection of operation from the unitary set{Idε, Uε} triggered
by the resulting state of the key.

EAε = |0〉〈0|A ⊗ IdB ⊗ Idε + |1〉〈1|A ⊗ IdB ⊗ Uε (2)

Once the operation is selected, it is applied toρε before sending it thru the quantum chancel. The global
system state after the encoding operation is given by

ρe
ABε = EAερABεE

†
Aε. (3)

Receiving party performs decoding operation

DBε = IdA ⊗ |0〉〈0|B ⊗ U †
ε + IdA ⊗ |1〉〈1|B ⊗ Idε (4)

and gets a decoded global state
ρd

ABε = DBερ
e
ABεD

†
Bε. (5)

The tagged message partρd
ε is obtained by tracing out the key.

ρd
ε = TrAB

(
ρd

ABε

)
(6)

Finally, the tag-portion ofρε is measured and if it is|0〉〈0|T (verification procedure), then the extracted
messageρM is considered to be authentic.

2.3 Message attack

Let us now consider a ’message attack’ performed by some adversary party. This party with full access
to a public quantum channel sees the state

ρe
ε = TrAB

(
EAε (|ψ〉〈ψ|AB ⊗ ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T )E†

Aε

)
=

1
2

(
ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T + Uε (ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T )U †

ε

)
(7)

The task is to find a transformationQE which, applied toρe
ε, will modify theρM keeping the tag portion

intact. The authors of [7] have existential proof that such a transformation always exists regardless the
choice ofUε, thus the protocol is not secure. However, they do not state a form of such a transformation
and its consequences.

Contribution. LetUε be a separable gate of the formUε = UM ⊗ UT , then

ρe
ε =

1
2

(
ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T +

(
UMρMU

†
M

)
⊗

(
UT |0〉〈0|TU †

T

))
(8)

ForQE = X ⊗ Id, whereQE ∈ ε,X ∈M, Id ∈ T , we haveρe,E
ε = QEρ

e
εQ

†
E .

ρe,E
ε =

1
2

(
XρMX

† ⊗ |0〉〈0|T +
(
X

(
UMρMU

†
M

)
X†

)
⊗

(
UT |0〉〈0|TU †

T

))
(9)

After decoding operation

ρd,E
ε =

1
2

(
XρMX

† ⊗ |0〉〈0|T (10)

+
(
U †

MXUMρMU
†
MX

†UM

)
⊗

(
U †

TUT |0〉〈0|TU †
TUT

))
andTrM

(
ρd,E

ε

)
= |0〉〈0|T .

Hence adversary party is always able to changeρM keeping the tag-portion intact, and there areno
limits on the form of unitary matrixX. This means, that adversary party, having some statistics of
usually sent statesρM , is able to prepareX causing maximal damage.



2.4 Secret-key discussion

Shared EPR-pair was used as a secret-key in the protocol. It is also possible to use a classical one bit key
for selecting the operation from the set{Id, Uε}. However, authenticating quantum data makes sense
only in a scenario where the reliable technology for quantum information processing is available. From
this point of view it is more logical to use a quantum key instead of classic one. Quantum key has also
better key-management properties due to the no-cloning theorem.

Anyway, EPR-pair might get corrupted in the transit. At such a case the protocol does not behave
deterministically anymore. One solution is to use entanglement purification [11] to establish a clean pair.

Contribution. In situations where the purification processes cannot be used for some reason (e.g. non-
interactive processes), we need to evaluate how much the determinism of the protocol depends on
the purity of the key.

Let us correlate the EPR-pair corruption with the quantity of maximally mixed state in mixture.
Pure state of the key|ψ〉AB = 1√

2
(|01〉AB − |10〉AB) is |ψ〉〈ψ|AB. Let the mixture be function of

p of the form

ρp,AB = (1− p) |ψ〉〈ψ|AB + p
IdAB

4
(11)

When the protocol is executed with this mixture the resulting global state of the system is

ρd
ABε = DABε

(
EABε (ρp,AB ⊗ ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T )E†

ABε

)
D†

ABε, and (12)

ρd
ε = TrAB

(
ρd

ABε

)
=

2− p

2
(ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T ) + (13)

p

4

(
U †

ε (ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T )Uε + Uε (ρM ⊗ |0〉〈0|T )U †
ε

)
Here, we can see that the probability ofρd

ε passing receiver’s verification test is unpleasantly high.
Even forp = 1, i.e. maximally mixed state of the key (unacceptable situation), the probabilityP
that the receiving party will get state|0〉〈0|T (and acceptρM as authentic) after the measurement
of the tag-portion isP ≥ 1/2. There isP = 1/2 for the casep = 1 and bothUε, U

†
ε take the

tag-portion to|1〉〈1|T .

At good protocol, the probability of accepting a message should decrease very fast to zero if some-
thing is wrong with the key. Clearly, this is not the case.

3 Future work

1. Develop a distributed algorithm for Simon’s problem, see [12].

2. Evaluate the communication overhead and minimum resources needed.

3. Modify the algorithm to run safely in the case of a public accesible network.

4. Evaluate the overhead caused by security demands.

Dissertation should present at least results of the first two tasks with prospect to the second two tasks.



3.1 Short overview of Simon’s problem and quantum distributed architecture

Simon’s problem. Suppose we are given a functionf : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m, with m ≥ n, and we are
promised that eitherf is one-to-one, or there exists a non-trivials such that

∀x 6= x′
(
f(x) = f(x′) ⇐⇒ x′ = x⊕ s

)
,

where⊕ denotes bitwise exclusive-or. We wish to determine which of these conditions holds forf , and,
in the second case, to finds.

The algoritm for a Quantum Turing Machine which solves the above problem, with zero error prob-
ability, in expected timeO (nTf (n) +G(n)), whereTf (n) is the time required to computef on inputs
of sizen, andG(n) is the time required to solve ann × n linear system of equations overZ2, consists
mainly of (expected)O(n) repetitions of Fourier-twice procedure in its quantum part.

Distributed architecture. There is a small set of gates likeAND, OR, NOT which are universal for a
classic computer. Similar result is true for a quantum computer.

A Controlled-NOT gate and set of all one-qubit unitary gates is a universal set. In particular,
Controlled-NOT, the Hadamard gate and phase gate is universal.

Therefore a non-local implementation of Contolled-NOT gate is cruicial for a quantum distributed
computing . J. Eisert et al. [13] proved a non-local implementation to exist and found an optimal
implementation.

One bit of a classical communication in each direction and one shared ebit (entangled pair) is nece-
ssary and sufficient for the non-local implementation of a quantum Controlled-NOTgate.

This means, that each quantum computer have to engage few of his qubits to be entangled with
qubits from another computer and thus creating quantum channel. Additionally, classical computers and
channels are needed. General overview of an architecure for distributed quantum computing is shown on
Figure 1.

Classical computer Classical channel

Qubit

Quantum computer Quantum channel

Figure 1: Architecture for quantum distributed computing.
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